Mission-Tech Trainings by CP PLUS Reaches
Completion in Noida & Chennai

NOIDA, March 2019: CP PLUS recently conducted its technology-driven training initiative - Mission-Tech in
Noida and Chennai regions. CP PLUS, the global leader in security & surveillance has been conducting the
Mission-Tech training to impart in-depth knowledge about the latest surveillance technologies and offer
hands-on experience of all types of security solutions and equipment to learners from different walks of
life. Earlier also, the conglomerate has carried out successful training sessions across India in a bid to
disseminate comprehensive knowledge of the surveillance industry and enable learners to devise
innovative security solutions.
The CP PLUS Mission-Tech Certified Training Programs are designed to train and educate Surveillance
System Engineers (SSE) on Installation, Operation and Maintenance of CP PLUS Products; designing
Intelligent Security Solutions and inspire industry professionals into accomplishing results and launch
their own business ventures. Mission-Tech certifies a professional under its elaborate training design
through these certifications •

CP PLUS Certified Surveillance Engineer (CSE)

•

CP PLUS Certified Surveillance Professional (CSP)

•

CP PLUS Certified Surveillance Designer (CSD)

Speaking about the recently conducted sessions, Mr. Yogesh Dutta, COO - CP PLUS said, “Mission-Tech is
an ambitious initiative by CP PLUS to impart state-of-the-art knowledge and training to young and
experience professionals, and enthusiastic technical learners from different walks of industry segments who
aim to understand surveillance industry from a broader perspective. We have been successfully running the
training sessions in multiple Indian locations dispersing training of the latest surveillance technologies, in
addition to the fundamentals basics of security and surveillance sector. We are quite positive about the
performance of Mission-Tech as a tool for imparting quality education of the surveillance domain and we
will continue to cover as many locations in India as possible in the future.”
Mission-Tech is a government approved Skill-India initiative and duly recognized by IASC (Instrumentation,
Automation, Surveillance & Communication Sector Skill Council). The training is provided to industry
professionals conforming required experience criteria and is intended to enhance the solution-designing
skills of the learners. By completing Mission-Tech training an individual is fully-empowered to design
effective surveillance solutions using knowledge of the latest security equipment and deliver value to
their respective industry or verticals. The course is designed considering the Indian business environment,
thus making it highly beneficial in terms of relevance and industry application.
To know more about the CP PLUS Mission Tech Training Program, visit us at www.cpplusworld.com

